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VoL. IX-No. 5] DECEMBER 1, 1935 Price 3 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo [. * l to contain a counterpart for every element * E 0 t 0 d B h t E'~d * * of the physical world. lnS ezn an 0 r U · U S A theory satisfying the first requirement 
. may be called a "correct theory," accord-'-----------------------------..;..------~ ing to Einstein, while, if it satisfies . the 
By WILLIAM I. LAURENCE ciple and all, constitutes one of the very second requirement, it may be called a 
The world of science is · watching with cornerstones of modern science. All mod- "complete theory." The quantum theory, 
the keenest interest the development of a ern knowlede on the structure and con- he maintains, fulfills the first requirement 
modern controversy which promises to stitution of the atom is based on its prin- of being "correct," but it does not fulfill 
take its place along with the other historic ciples. Einstein himself played an impor- the second requirement, and is, therefore, 
controversies in the realms of philosophy tant part in its development. Yet, with "incomplete." 
and science. The participants are Albert the characteristic boldness that stamps his Theory "Incomplete, 
Einstein and Niels Bohr, two men who other scientific contributions, Einstein an-
have achieved the rare distinction of nounced his conclusion that the quantum The "incompleteness" of the quantum 
having joined the ranks of the immortals theory is " incomplete" for the reason that theory, according to Einstein, lies in the 
during . their lifetime. The subject con- it does not provide "a complete descrip- startling results of its uncertainty prin· 
cerns the fundamen- -~~~---~---------------~~------------; ciple, one of the most 
talnatureofphysical THE ROYAL WEDDING revolutionary devel-
reality, the problem MARRIAGE OF THE DuKE OF GLOUCESTER AT BuCKINGHAM PALACE opments in the realm 
of problems which of thought. On the 
has engaged the one hand, it tells us 
minds of all great that a collision be-
philosophers, poets, tween a bullet of 
an d s c i en t i s t s light, or a light quan-
t hro ugh out the tum, and a particle of 
course of human his- matter, such as an 
tory. electron, follows the 
The Einstein-Bohr same fundamental 
controversy has just principles of the con-
begun this week in servation of energy 
the current issue of and the conservation 
Nature, British scien- of momentum as does 
tificpublication, with a collision between 
a preliminary chal- two billiard balls. 
lenge by Professor But whereas it is 
Bohr to Professor possible to predict 
Einstein and with a from the behavior of 
promise by Professor the billiard balls be-
Bohr that "a fuller fore the collision how 
development of this they will move after 
argument will be it, no such prediction 
given in an article to their marriage the Duke and Duchess of Gloucester appeared on the balcony can be made, the un-
be published shortly with their ~Iajesties and other members of the Royal Family to acknowledge certainty principle 
in the Physical Re- the cheers of the crowd. tells us, concerning a 
view." Undoubtedly Professor Einstein tion of physical reality," and added his collision between a bullet of light and an 
will accept the challenge and very likely belief that another theory must exist which electron. We can measure accurately either 
Professor Bohr will answer, and there is does provide a complete picture of the the position of the electron or its velocity 
the possibility that other leading scientists universe around us. after collision, but we can never measure 
will enter the arena. Professor Einstein's position, as explain- both at the same time. 
Bohr's challenge has no relation to Ein- ed by Dr. Podolsky, may be summarized as This is not merely a statement of a 
stein's theory of relativity, with which he follows: Physicists believe that there exist didactic principle but an experimental fact. 
is in full agreement, but concerns itself real material things independent of our No one so far has been able to predict in 
with a defense. of the quantum theory, minds and theories. We construct theories actual experiment how both the electron 
particularly the famous Principle of Un- and invent words (such as electron, proton, and the bullet of light will bounce away 
certainty, which states that both the posi- positron, neutron, &c.) in an attempt to after collision. 
tion and velocity of a particle cannot be explain to ourselves what we know about Since the ability to predict how two 
accurately known at the same time. The our external world and to help us to obtain bodies will behave und(!r given conditions 
challenge comes in reply to an attack on further knowledge of it. is inherently linked in our minds with our 
the quantum theory in an article by Ein- Before a theory can be considered satis- ideas of cause and effect, the discovery 
stein in a recent issue of the Physical Re- factory, Einstein and his colleagues hold, that the behavior of the constituents of the 
view, written in collaboration with Drs. it must pass two severe tests. First, the atoms of which the universe is made up is 
Boris Podolsky and Nathan Rosen, of the theory must enable us to calculate facts of essentially unpredictable led to the convic-
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, nature, and these calculations must agree tion among modern scientists that the 
N. J, accurately with observations and experi- universe as a whole, instead of being gov-
Cornerstone of Science ments. Second, we expect a satisfactory erned by immutable laws of cause and 
The quantum theory, uncertainty prin- theory, as a good image of objective reality, effect, in an endless chain of interactions 
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between physical bodies and energy states, aspect in which, by a paradox inherent in peak 'tands out plainly, while in some ways 
is, after all, governed by m ere cl1ance. In- this very essence, things are fundamentally Great Britain has regained her more modest 
determinism thus took the place of deter- contradictory; both aspects are true at level of that year. 
minism, and nature ceased to be intrinsi· different times, but only one aspect is true Great Britain's recovery is largely in the 
cally either understandable or subject to at any one given time. When the one newer manufacturing industries, agriculture 
immutable law. thing is true the very truth of it perforce and domestic trade. As yet it scarcely ex-
It is aga inst this aspect of the quantum makes another thing non-existent as far as tends to the old established exporting in· 
theory that Einstein rebels. He refuses to any possible knowledge on our part is con- dustries. Consequently Great Britain always 
believe that such a picture actually fit s cerned. has with her the problem of the "depressed 
reality. Unlike Sir Arthur E ddington, who It is incorrect, therefore, Bohr tells Ein- areas" and the "hard core of unemploy-
once said tint no facts are true until they ste in, to say that there is either free will ment" in the stricken northern countries 
have been corroborated by theory, Einstein or determinism, causality or chance. Both which are the homes of such industries as 
holds that no theory is true until it em· are essential parts of one and the same coal. Priestley's picture of these regions 
braces all the facts. If, like the quantum reality, the convex and concave side of the in English Journey brought home the prob-
theory, it can explain the facts individual- same sphere. Both are true at different lem to most readers in a way statistics 
ly, but cannot explain some of them when i times, hut it is not possible to know both never could. \Vriting of the old shipbuild-
acting together, something must be lack- i at the same time. ing town of Stockton-on-Tees, where the 
ing in the theory, and another theory must The uncertainty principle, Bohr is con- grass is growing in the shipyards, Priestley 
exist th at gives a more complete picture vinced, is not the result of a lack in our says: 
of reality. knowledge, as Einstein has grown to be- "Such new industries as we have had 
Suppose we gaze at reality through a lieve, but an inherent part of the very went south. Stockton and the rest, miles 
distorted mirror. Should we assume that mechanism of knowledge. from London and with soaring rates [local 
reality itself is distorted? Thus argues In th is respect we are in a position taxes], were useless as centres for new 
Einstein. But, the champions of the similar to that of the legendary Lady of enterprises. They were left to rot. And 
quantum theory reply, suppose the only Shalott who could look at the reality of that perhaps would not have mattered very 
means available to us for ga&ing at reality "many-tower'd Camelot" only through the much, for the bricks and mortar of these 
is this one and only mirror? How can magic mirror. The minute she became towns are not sacred, if it were not for one 
you tell, under such circumstances, whether "half sick of shadows" and "look'd down fact. These places left to rot have people 
or no t the mirror is distorted? To which to Camelot ... the mirror cracked from living in them. Some of these people are 
Einstein replies: I have two mirrors, and side to side" so that she had no means left. rotting too." 
each gives me a picture irreconcilable with of comparing the ~hadows .she had seen 1 And again, speaking of the combination 
that of the other. There must be a third throughout. her ltfe m the mn-ror w1th the and efficiency programs urged upon industry 
mirror, in which these contradictions would correspondmg realtty that was Camelot by the government for the sake of recovery, 
be reconciled. outstcle her wmdow. Priestley writes: 
Question of Dualism The quantum theory, according to Ein- "Their labor, wages, full nutrition, self-
And right here Bohr, Nobel Prize winner stein, is like the Lady of Shalott's mirror- respeet, have been declared re<lundant. All 
and originator of the Bohr model of the it gives a correct reflection so long as you their prospects on this earth have been care· 
atom, takes issue with Einstein. The look into it, but when you want to turn fully rat ionalized away. They have been 
trouble with you, he tells Einstein, is that from it to compare the reflection with the left in the lurch. \Ve have done the dirty 
you are a monist who believes that there original, it "cracks from side to side." on them. \Ve can plan quite neatly to close 
must exist one unified picture of tile whole Such a mirror is undesirable, Einstein the doors of their workshops on them, hut 
universe. This is impossible, for the uni- holds. cannot plan to open anything. \Ve can cry 
verse itself is made up of an inherent To this Bohr might reply : The fault Shut Sesame but not Open Sesame." 
dualism. You are not really looking at lies not in tile mirror, but in tile fact that That is British recovery, real and sound 
the world through two distinct mirrors; there is a curse upon the Lady of Shalott. and encouraging for those who have surviv-
what you are actually looking at is a uni- And the Lady of Shalott in this case would cd and who are protected, but with the 
verse with a dual personality, for the uni- symbolize the very essential nature of workless areas forever looming over the 
verse itself is a cosmic prototype of a Dr. human knowledge. We may know things northern horizon, a kind of nightmare pic· 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. only in their contradic tory duality and we ture to trouble the sleep of the King's 
This is the essence of what Bohr calls never can know them otherwise. Ministers. Now at last there is a special 
"complementarity." Nature has a dual The N ew York Times commissioner for the depressed areas-a 
The British Way to Recovery 
By ALZADA COMSTOCK 
Great Britain's recovery since 1932 has 
put new heart into a nation that has pas· 
sed through ntany discouraging years 
since the end of the war. The advance 
toward better times has been continued 
with scarcely a halt from the latter part of 
193! to the present time, until, in July of 
this year, the registered unemployed num-
bered less than 2,000,000 for the first time 
in five years. Almost at the same time the 
index of general business activity reached 
the 1929 level. For the last two years the 
budget has shown a surplus, and the Chan-
cellor of the Excheque r can boast that he 
has completed most of the tax remissions 
and restorations of tax cuts that were prom-
ised when Great Britain began to tighten 
its belt. 
To a world hopelessly confused about the 
most workable methods of getting out of 
the depression, the story of British recovery 
brings confusion worse confounded. If 
Great Britain is actually far closer to old· 
time prosperity than the United States, 
why do so many accounts of depressed 
areas and dying export industries come 
from that country? Since governmental 
control and direction has been applied to 
stimulate recovery, why do we not hear of 
endless political discussions and sudden up-
heavals in policy? How could the country 
of Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill and rugged 
individualism adjust itself to even the most 
modest type of State control? 
It is an open yet pertinent question whether 
Great Britain"s rate of recoverv is faster 
than that of the United States. "l'he verdict 
depends upon what dates and figures are 
chosen. Actually Great Britain's increase 
in industrial production from the beginning 
of 1932 to the present has been slower than 
America's. But if one starts from 1929, 
when the United States had reached a boom 
peak much higher than Britain's (and one 
from which it had further to fall) the 
American failure to dimb back to that 
hard-working official who has so far been 
able to accomplish almost nothing, but 
whose courage and energy are still good. 
The happier side of the picture is the 
improvement in agriculture, in the industries 
manufacturing for home consumption and 
in retail trade. The hand of the central 
government is everywhere-limiting imports 
for the protection of particular groups of 
home producers, particularly the farmers; 
promoting exports; supervising the control 
of agriculture; forcing or. better, persuad· 
ing (with suitable rewards) old-fashioned 
industries to scrap their out·moded factories 
and to maintain fixed prices and wages; 
subsidizing house-building and slum clear· 
ance on a vast scale. 
The people of Great Britain, true to their 
democratic tradition, argue without ceasing 
as to whether all this new State interven· 
tion is good policy or bad. At the same 
time the issues as between political parties 
are less violent than in the United States. 
Nineteenth-century Libei·alism dies hard in 
a country that made vast fortunes under the 
flag of free trade and the slogan "Let the 
devil take the hindmost." But almost no 
one denies the stimulating effect of the 
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whole policy upon domestic activity, at least 
for the time being. The answer to the ques· 
tion of its long-run value depends upon the 
political convictions of the speaker. Many 
people think that the country has been saved 
from ruin, and in just the nick of time, by 
the new policies. "Socialism unashamed" 
is a popular return taunt from the rugged 
individualists. 
Almost nobody, in the heat of argument, 
bothers to be consistent. For example, the 
Federation of British Industries, in a report 
issued late in July, concluded that "our 
commercial policy, taken as a whole, has 
secured a remarkable degree of recovery 
for this country, as _compared with that of 
other countries during the same period." 
At the same moment the F. B. I. opposed 
the use of coercive nieasures to bring 
minority firms into any of the new schemes 
of industrial organization on national lines. 
The Economist, that old-line individualist 
weekly-whose editorial staff appears to have 
been permanently embittered by the growth 
of government control, fears that (March 2, 
1935) "there is little hope that the present 
medley of controls and restrictions will do 
anything but hamper recovery" and yet 
thinks that if there were "method and not 
mere improvization in the government's 
plans, the widespread lack of confidence 
would be quickly dissipated." 
The methods and degrees of control used 
in the United States and Great Britain are 
not easy to compare. In general it may be 
said that in foreign commerce Great Britain 
has exercised a greater amount of control 
and guidance than has the United States. 
In limiting and subsidizing agricultural 
crops there have been marked similarities. 
In industry Great Britain, nominally at 
least, is trying to bring about for a few 
major industries "voluntary" enforcement 
of what in the United States would be called 
codes for wages, prices and production. 
British subsidy policy, if it can be called 
a policy, is so unlike the government aid 
granted in the United State!; that compari-
son is impossible. The housing grants, for 
example, have had the effect of a public 
works program, though Great Britain has 
neither a great public works program nor 
the budget deficit that accompanies it. 
But let the British Government speak for 
itself. The British " Corporative State." 
said Walter Elliott, Minister of Agriculture, 
in a press interview in the Summer of 1934, 
involves a "planned organization within the 
economic and social groups themselves. 
* * * This new economic order has already 
developed further in England than is gen· 
erally realized. I think we have even at-
tained more in this direction than the United 
States with all their codes." 
The protective tariff is used unashamedly 
by Great Britain today for the benefit of 
special group_s of producers. It is a tribute 
to British integrity that there is little talk 
of special influence and none at all of 
bribery. It seems to be understood that the 
government does the best it can to promote 
British production, keeping agricultural 
needs at the forefront, and that it is more 
profitable to debate the merits of the ques-
tion than the morals of Mini.sters and mem-
bers of Parliament. 
Although the National government will 
probably be credited (or debited) with 
making Great Britain a protectionist coun-
try, the drift toward protection began long 
before that government entered office. Free 
traae was threatened by the "fair trade" 
controversy of the Eighteen Eighties, by 
Joseph Chamberlain's campaign for im-
perial preference at the turn of the century, 
by the wartime duties and by the growth of 
tariff laws in the Nineteen Twenties. At 
last the National government of 1931, ex-
plicitly admitting its protectionist goal, car· 
ried the movement to its logical conclusion. 
"Abnormal importations" acts filled the 
gaps until permanent tariffs were devised. 
Agriculture followed industry into the pro-
tected stockade, and the old slogan of "No 
Food Taxes" was heard no more. 
A novelty to Americans, who thought they 
knew all there was to be known about pro- · 
tection, was Great Britain's development of 
a device to control the actual volume of 
commerce, namely, the trade ~greement 
supplemented by import quotas. By this 
means exports can be assured to a home 
industry and imports controlled in favor of 
another home industry to an extent that 
few tariffs achieve. Great Britain .has used 
this method particularly to guarantee coal 
expor"ts and to keep agricultural products 
out of the country except in .specified 
amounts when they are •needed. For ex-
ample, the trade agreement signed by Great 
Britain and Latvia in July, 1934, specified 
how much British coal and how many tons 
of British herrings Latvia was to take in 
the following year, and in return promised 
Latvia entry into Great Britain for her 
meat and dairy products except as limita· 
tion might be necessary because of regula-
tion schemes for British meat and milk 
producers. 
In the agricultural commodities that Great 
Britain has decided to shelter under "inar· 
keting sche.mes " - the equivalent of the 
American AAA-imports from abroad are 
tightly controlled. Imports of hops must 
not exceed 15 per cent of the total market 
demand. Imports of potatoes are prohibit-
ed except under licence, so that they have 
been cut to 3 per cent of home consump-
tion. Bacon imports from abroad have been 
curtailed, and as · much has been done for 
milk as is possible when so much comes 
from within the British Empire. Meat im-
ports will be l imited correspondingly as 
soon as Great Britain can reach agreement 
with the Dominions and with Argentina. 
The British Government has thus made 
good its promises to the farmer and has 
undoubted ly aided him in reaching his new-
found prosperity. 
To the older generation, familiar .with the 
British slogan of" No Food Taxes" and the 
doctrine that only through cheap food for 
the working-man could there be low wages, 
low costs and a competitive advantage in 
world markets for British manufactures, it 
is almost incredible that today about one-
third of British agricultural produce is 
under price-raising marketing schemes, im-
plemented in nearly every case by h ighly 
effective protection against foreign trade. 
The first to be thus dealt with was wheat-
it is strange to remember that it was for 
free wheat that the battle of the Corn Laws 
was fought and won in the Hungry Forties. 
Instead of a marketing scheme, wheat was 
given a subsidy of " quota" in 1932. A levy 
was imposed on every sack of flour import· 
ed into Great Britain or milled within the 
3 
country. The proceeds went to the British 
wheat-grower to make up the difference be-
tween the price he actually received and 
the standard price of about $1.40 a bushel. 
The results have been most sa'tisfactory 
to the wheat-growers. Wheat farming has 
become so profitable that other grains have 
been abandoned for its sake, and a few 
ambitions colonials have returned to Eng· 
land to raise wheat with the improved agri· 
cultural machinery they learned to use a-
broad. The Economist, always unsympathetic 
with such methods of support, speaks (May 
18, 1935) of the "colossal dole" of $35,000,-
000 paid by consumers for the benefit of the 
wheat farmers in the cereal year 1933-34. 
Although it regards the Wheat Act as less 
vicious than some of the other schemes, it 
deprecates the high price of bread and con· 
eludes that "the man in the street can only 
wonder and pay." 
For other agricultural products-hops, 
milk, pigs and bacon, potatoes, and eggs 
and poultry-the plan has been to have 
either the producers themselves or commis-
sions appointed by the government draw up 
·marketing schemes. If approved by a sub-
stantial majority the plan is then made com· 
pulsory for all the producers in the industry. 
A marketing board is then established to 
regulate prices and amounts for sale and 
determine conditions of marketing. In the 
case of hops a monopoly has been given 
to present producers by prohibiting new· 
comers in the field. The government then 
plays its part by controlling imports of the 
commodity wherever possible. 
Perhaps never since the days of the repeal 
of the Corn Laws has national agricultural 
policy been so hotly debated as at the pres· 
ent time. Thus, the London Times of July 
22, 1935, printed on its editorial page a 
long article by W. Gavin, entitled " The 
Marketing Boards," in which the writer 
claimed great results for the new policy : 
"Three years ago free trade under modern 
conditions had brought the British country· 
side to the verge of · ruin. The deliberate 
sacrifice of the British farmer and farm 
worker in the cause of cheap food had not 
saved the manufacturing, export and ship· 
ping interests from acute depression-on 
the contrary, it had aggravated it by injur· 
ing the home demand. Since then recovery 
has set in not only in agriculture but in in· 
dustry, and no one can assert that food has 
been dear." 
During a deba,te on agricultural policy in 
the House of Commons on July 31 a Labor 
member argued against any policy which 
had reduced the number of agricultural 
laborers by 56,000 since 1931 and failed to 
raise farm wages above the level of that year. 
The London Times, commenting editorially 
next day, endorsed the government program 
and permitted itself the gibe that "Liberal 
critics * * * cling overmuch to the foolish 
idea that agriculture can be preserved with-
out protection in many forms." On Aug. 
19 the ·r esults of a vote on the abandonment 
of the milk marketing scheme showed that 
more than four-fifths of the producers were 
in favor of keeping it. 
The acquiescence of the greater part of 
the people in a program that involves taxa· 
t ion and increased costs of living for 93 per 
cent of the population in behalf of the 7 
per cent who derive their income from 
agriculture indicates that rugged individual-
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istn as an ideal is fast vani shing f ron1 the of Labor g iving legal status to the wages 
British mind. M embers of the Labor party, agreed upon by employers and wo rkers and 
to be sure, have r a ised many objections to making it a penal offense to offe r employ-
specific schemes, speaking on b ehalf of ment at terms less advantageous than these. 
urban consumers, but that party is in prin- The British coal mining industry is al-
ciple anti-individualist with r 2 spec t to in· ready so well regulated hy law that in recent 
years complete nationali za tion, long de-
dustry, and its members are well aware that manded by the Labor party, has seemed to 
they must take care not to have too many be just around the corner. The Coal Mines 
inconsistencies pinned on them. Act of 1930, under which prices and market-
The government's program for industry ing are regulated, of course antedates the 
has less unity than the agricultural plan, work of the present government, but the 
but a general tendency is already evident: government is constantly prodding thi3 in· 
dustry to effect b e tter price control. Mean· 
the major industries must lJe induced to wbile it has achieved much for the industry 
keep prices stable, keep wages up, control by forcing coal purchases upon other coun-
marketing effectively and get rid of less tries in connection with new foreign trade 
efficient units for the sake of the industries agreements. 
and of the whole country. "Self-regulation The present . gove rnment seems t_o. be 
by the industry" is the government's de- 1 ready to make mcreased use of subs1d1es, 
mand. ln return for oro-anization and the parl!cularly to ~grJc~Iltm·e. It has renewed, 
. . " . a lthough on a dmwushmg seale, the subs1dy 
attamment of reasonable efficiency, the gov- paid to the suo-ar bee t urowers since 1925 
ernment is prepared to h elp in regaining (at a cost to the ~overnme7,t of $200,000,000). 
foreign marke ts, to control imports, and in Cattle g rowers receive a conside rable sub-
certain cases to g ive assistance at home . sidy ; the bacon market ing board has a 
Neither party to these arrano-ements is government cred it, and the m ilk producers 
dee lv inte reste d in the small ~r minoritv have large government advances. The her· 
p · " , . _ . .; ring fi~hcnes have been g1vcn a s1nall ~roducer, the forgotten. man . of. Dntlsh amount, and merchant shipping h as been 
mdustry, except lo get ncl of hm11f he 1s granted $ 10,000,000. The wheat "subsidy" 
ineffic ient. He has no guarantee of equal is really not a subsidy but a kind of pro-
ri ghts. His only course is to fall under the cessing tax. 
wheels of the efficiency of " rationalization " The most effective subsidy, and possibly 
move1nent. the greatest influence in the gove rnn1ent's 
This policy is not yet fully developed, but whole recovery program, is the aiel that has 
the iron and steel, the cotton and the coal made possible the immense housing pro· 
industri es have already felt its effects. Iron gram now being carried out in Great Brit-
and steel have been given tariff protection ain. ;)iuce the armist ice there have been 
under conditions that iliLhtrale the great built in Great Britain about 2,700,000 
distance Great Britain has traveled from houses, almost one-half of which have been 
pure individualism. This industry itself subsidi zed by the government or by the 
abandoned its free trade ideals with alacrity localiti t•s. Under the presen t government: 
as its share of world commerce diminished. the prog ram has been speeded up. During 
It became more and more insistent upon the four years ended on March 31, 1935, 
import duties until finally, in 19:32, it was about 1,000,000 houses were built in Eng-
granted a protective tariff with the official land and Wales. Not content with the work 
admonition to set its house in order if pro- already going on, the government has start-
tection was to continue. The industry there· eel a new slum clearance project. In its last 
upon set up a control scheme, and by 1984 it sess ion Parliamen t p assed a housing bill 
bad progressed far enough to establish a under which within five years all officially 
council of twenty-nine to govern itself, pro· condemned slums will be demolish ed and 
mote efficiency and expand production. The sufficient houses provided to do away with 
government, though dissatisfied with the overcrowding. At the most this program is 
slowness of the progress, extended the iron exjwcted to cost the public treasuries only 
and steel tariff indefmitely and put the in· $50,000,000 a year - not a staggering sum, 
clustry on its honor to carry out its plun for the proponents of house construction as a 
internal control. r ecovery measure like to point out, in conl-
For years the Lancashire cotton industry, parison with the money spent upon battle· 
whose plight is known to the whol e world, ships, heavy guns and bombing planes. 
has been crying aloud for help. The gov· Even the government's bitterest critics 
e rnment through the Bank o f England, have a good word to say for the hous ing 
which is only by a technical ity descr ibed as program. It has aided the capital goods 
a private institution, went to I he aid of the industries and generally stimulated employ-
industry by giving finan cial support to the ment, and apparently at the same time 
Lancashire Cotton Corporation. This or- encouraged private industry, for in the last 
ganization has had a certain degr ee of sue- few months private house building has in-
cess, although not so much as it hoped for, creased at an e ven faster rate than the con-
in dismantling inefficient mills and concen- struction aided by the government and the 
trating production in the more efficient units. localities. The worst criticism is that it 
"Within the two years 1933-3 4 it scrapped cannot last forever, and the slump may be 
4}JOO,OOO spindles. In 1935 the government bad. To this the government r eplies that it 
played a more active part by introducing can see good r esults for at least live years 
into Parliament a bill providing for the ahead, after which, come what may, the 
purchase and scrapping of 10,000,000 spin- British masses will be decently housed. 
di es. The cost is to be mel hy a levy on all Briti sh governmental policy toward ceo-
working spindles. In July, 1()35, the hand nomic enterprise bas so thoroughly altered 
of the government was felt again. The in· that a return to nineteenth century individ· 
dustry received an order from the Minister ualism seems more and more remote. One 
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THE FRAGRANCE OF 
FRIENDSHIP 
by FRANK H. HEDGES 
The books of Old Japan are filled with 
romances where the long kimono sleeve of 
a maiden of gentle birth brushed that of a 
handsome youth in passing, and from this 
first slight contact which the myriad gods 
ordained sprang love and happiness, or love 
and tragedy. 
\Ve, the 'Vesterners who choose to make 
our homes in the Empire of the Fartherest 
East, find many friendship with the Japanese 
if we but will. There are solid, comfortable 
friendships, based on the same grounds as 
are friendships in our homelands among our 
own people, friendships that are the bread 
and butter of life. 
The re are other fri endships, friendships 
which endure in memory but which drift 
across experience for so brief a time that 
they have come and gone before we know 
i t. Sometimes a moment or two s uffices to 
reveal a truer glimpse of the heart of a 
man or a maid or of a race than would a 
lifetime of prosa ic daily contact. As I have 
gone my way in Tokyo and in the gree n 
countryside of Japan there has drifted 
across my life, now and again, such a fila-
ment of gossamer, clewed with fri endship 
and quickened into beauty by the sunbeams 
of the heart. 
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The author has presented in the ensuing 
pages his r eacti.ons to and his knowledge 
of the Japan that lies below the surface 
for most foreign residents. It is one of 
the first books of this type to appear in 
more than twenty years, and one cannot 
but think ofLafcadio Hearn in the way in 
which Mr. Frank H. Hedges has written. 
prophet went over to the side of the angels 
before most observers were aware of the 
course of history. In 1926 J. Maynard 
Keynes published a little book called The 
End of Laissez-FaiTe. In it, with his un· 
canny faculty of prophecy, he hinted at 
much that has since come to pass. "I sug-
gest," he said, "that progress li es in the 
growth and recognition of semi-autonomous 
bodies within the State,-~* ·X· bodies which 
in the ordinary course of affairs are mainly 
autonomous within their prescribed limita-
tions, but are subject in the last resort to 
the sove reignly of the democracy as ex· 
pressed through Parliament." 
The Current History 
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* WHITHER THE PHILIPPINES? * * Two factors in this growth of trade are 
of vital significance. First, the Philippines 
soon became dependent upon the American 
market. In 1900 the United States took 
011ly 12 per cent of the islands' exports. In 
1934 the United States supplied 65 per cent 
of their imports and took 87 per cent of 
their exports. The second factor is the 
concentration of the export trade on a few 
agricultural commodities. One crop, sugar, 
accounts today for: more than 60 per cent of 
all Philippine exports, and it is all market-
ed in America. Last year four items-
sugar, coconut products, hemp products and 
tobacco-constituted over 90 per cent of all 
Philippine exports. Nor has this growth 
of trade been by any means one-sided. 
By GRAYSON L. KIRK 
With the inauguration on Nov. 15 of 
Manuel Quezon, who on Sept. 17 was elect-
ed the first President of the Philippine 
Commonwealth, a new era opens in Ameri-
can relations with the Far East. According 
to present plans, the United States will at 
once reduce its control to a minimum, and 
ten years hence will withdraw entirely, 
leaving behind a free people prepared for 
nationhood. 
And yet there is _little rejoicing in the 
Philippines at this prospect of national 
freedom, even if there is warm popular ap-
proval of the independence program, as was 
indicated by the overwhelming vote in the 
plebiscite last May. Privately Philippine 
leaders in· business and politics are not at 
all happy for a variety of reasons which can 
all be summed up in this one question: Can 
the Philippine State, in view of general 
world conditions, and especially those pre-
vailing in the Far East, maintain its' in-
dependence once it has been established? 
The leaders are now beginning to realize 
that under the present terms of the Indepen-
dence Act it will be extremely difficult for 
the economic structure of the islands to 
survive separation from the United States. 
If then the Philippine structure should col-
lapse and disorder should arise, what is to 
prevent Japan from using this pretext to 
intervence as she has in Manchuria? Japa-
nese imperialism is not to be waved lightly 
aside, even by the most optimistic Filipino 
politician, and fear of it may yet cause the 
native leaders to ask the United States to 
retain some form of economic and perhaps 
even political association with the islands. 
When the United States took the islands 
from Spain, Americans were somewhat 
embarrassed by this rich booty of a righte-
ous crusade undertaken to make Cuba free. 
Annoyed by foreign comment about Ameri-
can hypocrisy as well as by the unexpected 
vehemence of criticism at home, the He-
publican leaders hastened to assure the 
Filipinos-and the world-that this was no 
ordinary conquest. " \V e shall continue, as 
we have begun," said President McKinley, 
" to make these people whom Providence 
has brought within our jurisdiction feel that 
it is their liberty, and not our power, their 
welfare, and not our gain, we are seeking 
to enhance." 
From the beginning leading American 
officials had spoken of the progressive en-
argement of self-government and hinted 
hat the policy of the United States might 
ultimately, if the Filipinos persisted in 
demanding it, be that of independence. 
Without there being at any time any ex-
press commitment by Congressional resolu-
tion or in any other form on the question of 
eventually giving the islands their indepen-
dence, there was enough encouragement 
from high sources to keep the issue very 
much alive. 
Its vitality, of course, came chiefly not 
from Washington but from Manila. The 
Filipino politicians early learned the value 
of those magic key words, " Liberty" and 
'Freedom," which speedily became the 
chief stock in trade of all native aspirants 
to a public career. So thoroughly, in fact, 
have the Philippine masses bee.n indoctrinat-
ed with the idea of independence that it is 
today almost political suicide for a leader 
to recant on this issue. Unfortunately, this 
mass conviction now obstructs the settle-
ment of the problem, for it has become a 
barrier beyond which Filipino statesman-
ship cannot go. 
After the close of the World War Philip-
pine propaganda became vigorous and in-
sistent. The Wilson administration, com-
mitted by party tradition to granting in-
dependence, hedged when f<!ced with the 
responsibility of power. Though it enacted 
a law which greatly widened the sphere of 
Philippine self-government, its only com-
mitment to anything more was state.d in the 
preamble to the Jones Act in which the 
withdrawal of American sovereignty was 
promised "as soon as a stable government 
can be established." 
The ·ensuing twelve years of Republican 
rule brought the Philippines no nearer to 
their goal. Repeated missions and petitions 
were courteously received in vV ashington, 
but the rapid expansion of American foreign 
trade and the boom conditions in American 
industry destroyed official interest in the 
problem. Twice during the twelve years 
investigators were sent to the islands, and 
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each time they reported that the advance 
made had been astounding. Public educa-
tion had spread; sanitation and public health 
had been improved; highways had been con-
structed; native standards of living had 
risen. 
Nevertheless, both reports agreed that 
early independence was out of the question, 
and "in Washington, accordingly, the general 
view was that it was unthinkable, at least 
for a generation. By that time the Fili-
pinos, happy and contented amid the bless-
ings of their share in America's abounding 
prosperity, would, it was thought, be pleas-
ed to remain indefinitely under the Stars 
and Stripes. 
The United States, from the outset, sought 
to improve Philippine economic life by en-
couraging foreign trade. Complete free 
trade with the United States began iri 1909, 
subject only to certain quotas limitations, 
and since these quotas were abolished in 
1913 there has been no tariff of any kind to 
affect the flow of commerce between the two 
countries. Under this stimulus Philippine 
foreign trade rapidly expanded, the total 
value of exports and imports increasing by 
370 per cent in the twenty·years period 
1909-1929. 
The Philippines ranked in 1933 as the 
eighth best customer for all American ex-
ports, and as the best of all for cotton 
cloth, dairy products and cigarettes, as well 
as the best Oriental market for such com-
modities as meat products and iron and 
steel manufacture. Potentially, the market 
is perhaps even more valuable, for the· 
Filipinos have learned to like American 
products, and, when they are able to do so, 
buy them in preference to cheaper competi-
tive products. 
Despite the mutual advantages that a· 
rise from this exchange, the Philippine 
economy IS basically unsound. Philip· 
pine prosperity depends too greatly on ex-
port trade, and that trade depends too 
greatly upon the American market. Politi-
cally, the islands have been steadily moving 
toward greater autonomy; ecenomically, 
they have been moving just as steadily to-
ward an ever closer integration with the 
United States. 
If the Philippines had been freed be· 
cause they were prepared to assume the 
burdens of independent Statehood, the story 
would be different. Actually, the United 
States Congress had no such statesmanlike 
motives. Under the pressure of certain 
farm organizations it passed the Indepen-
dence Ad, but only because a tariff wall 
could .then be raised against Philippine im-
ports. Had tbere been any other way to 
shut out Philippine ·sugar and coconut oil 
the issue of independence would still be 
academic. 
(To be continued) 
The Man The World 
Watches 
How Does Mussolini's Mind Work? 
An Effort To Penetrate Behind 
Dictator's Mask 
(Continued/rom Nov. Number) 
I mentioned that speech to the Duce this 
Summer. His response was characteristic. 
" Was it a good speech? " he asked. In 
the intervening years I have had the op-
portunity to interview Premier Mussolini 
several times, and some of the interviews 
have been at important moments in his 
career. One was shortly after the Mat-
teotti murder, when he was ill and more 
shaken than he has ever been since, his 
eyes like black holes in his thin face. 
Another, when the Charter of Labor was 
promulgated and he was busy diagram· 
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ming the Corporative State. Again on the 
triumphant night of the signing of the 
Four-Power pact, which represents his idea 
of the organization of Europe-a concert 
of great powers instead of the League of 
Nations. In the following year he was 
concluding the Three-Power agreement 
with Austria and Hungary, a poor substi-
tute for the larger plan, which was never 
put into effect, but a typical and pertinent 
example of his readiness to accept half 
measures if the whole is unattainable. 
And now at the most critical hour of all, 
when he is moving with a kind of a fatal 
momentum on Ethiopia, stiffened in his 
course, if anything, but the opposing winds 
of world opinion. 
* * * 
During these years the Duce has chang· 
ed greatly, in appearance, in manner, in 
mode of life. He has lost his hair, his 
slenderness, his look of the brooding poet, 
inuch of his pose. His truculent self-con-
fidence, dating from his earliest youth, has 
developed into an easy assurance in power, 
on the surface never calmer and more in-
souciant than in the present tension. Physi-
cally he is more robust. 
He is mellower and more domesticated, 
increasingly a family man. Much of his 
strength up to now has derived from an 
almost inhuman detachment, a complete 
subjugation of the personal to the public 
life. He is still a solitary, a man without 
intimates, either as friends or counselors, 
but for the first time the family is now 
rather conspicuously in the public eye. 
This applies not only to past generations, 
the peasant ancestors memorialized at the 
old farmhouse near Predappio. The sons 
of the Duce have been much in the spot-
light this year as the youngest aviators to 
earn a license, and the son-in-law, Count 
Galeazzo Ciano, recently elevated to the 
post of Minister of Propaganda, is certain-
ly the youngest man to occupy that key 
position in a dictatorial regime. This 
emergence of the family is a new phase, 
observed by Italians with surprise and not 
a little uneasiness. 
There has always been a sharp contrast 
between Mussolini at close range and Mus-
solini in the public tribune, a difference 
never so accentuated as at present. It is 
hard to believe that the fire-breathing 
orator exhorting the depar ting troops to 
conquer the Ethiopians and possess the 
whole country, "snapping his fingers" at 
the British, as he did at Eboli in July, is 
the same man who sits at his desk in Rome 
and discusses the subject with such an 
effect of reasonableness, good temper and 
satiric humor. In an interview he is simple, 
candid and so receptive that you feel free 
to say things to him you might not dare to 
say to an Under-Secretary- things it might 
be risky to say to any one else in Italy! 
* * * Of all the public characters I have inter-
viewed, Mussolini is the only one who 
seems interested not only in what he says 
himself but in what you have to say ; he 
appears to weigh your suggestions, solicits 
your opinions. Recently I had the temeri-
ty to suggest that he would have strength· 
ened his position if he had taken the initia-
tive in the Ethiopian dispute, demanding a 
League investigation of the capacity of the 
Negus's government to fulfill its vague 
obligation. He considered the idea as 
gravely as if it were new. "It has been in 
my mind," he said slowly. "Perhaps"--
Nor did he evince any annoyance when I 
added that it was the friends of Italy, not 
her enemies, who were troubled by her 
present course. 
No doubt the assumption of interest, the 
lively curiosity concerning the people he 
meets, is a flattering trick. Despite his 
uncanny memory for individuals, you feel 
that individuals exist only momentarily in 
Mussolini's world. You know he has no 
use for the opinions of women. He told 
me once that he detested society because 
it is dominated by women. He is not com-
fortable or at home in purely social con-
tacts, has no small talk, little casual talk 
of any kind. He has never been known to 
attend a social function that he could avoid, 
and the official dinners or luncheons he 
feels obliged to give are rare and always 
given at a hotel. 
* * * 
Those who work under the Duce speak 
of him as temperamental, mak ing instant 
decisions without explaining why to any-
body and changing as quickly. He is not, 
however, subject to outbursts of temper, 
as Hitler is. A supreme opportunist, he is 
not impulsive, and he is so cautious in his 
acts that one cannot believe he has gone 
ahead in the present business without 
weighing carefully all the consequences. 
He boasts that he has no nerves. "What? 
Can't he sleep? That's bad," he said when 
some one told him that Dr. Ernst Haenf· 
staengl used to play for Hitler late at night 
when the Fuehrer could not sleep. "I 
never lose sleep. Nothing keeps me awake 
when I am ready to rest." 
Perhaps more than any man living Mus-
solini has a talent for the art of govern-
ment. In foreign policy he has not been 
happy; the successive combinations he has 
painfully worked out have never r eally 
clicked. At home, allowing for the limited 
resources and undisciplined individualism 
of Italy, he has weighed one interest against 
another with remarkable skill and success. 
Nevertheless, he is cloistered and somehow 
blunted by power. 
In his guarded tower even the intelligent 
dictator, surrounded always by satellites 
and out of touch with . the currents of 
public opinion, must be the first victim of 
the system. Where the press can register 
no opposition it is also valueless as an 
index of support. 
Undoubtedly Mussolini has the temper 
of a dictator. "He's a natural!" exclaim· 
ed a well-known American entertainer 
after an audience. l-Ie is naturally intole-
rant of opposition. " You speak of unneces-
sary restrictions," said a distinguished 
Italian, wholly out of sympathy with the 
Fascist r egime. "In reality there is no 
such thing as a partial dictatorship, in 
which people are half-bound and half-free. 
To be a successful dictator you must be a 
complete dictator. Mussolini understands 
that better than Hitler does. He k eeps 
everything under his own hat, as we say. 
This is literally a one-man show. What· 
ever happens, this man gets full credit or 
full blame; he has no alibi." 
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In my first interview he stood at the end 
of the room with folded arms and beetling 
brow, the Strong Man of the early poses. 
Since, he has become progressively more 
genial, more at ease, more himself. Once 
I thought the swing and swagger of his 
walk, the dilation of his eyes, which he 
seems able to lighten and darken at will, 
were posturings; now I realize that they 
are part and parcel of the man, as natural 
to him as the jerk of his head when he 
laughs is characteristic of President Roose-
velt. 
They are of a piece with his na!ve, almost 
childlike vanity. "Do you think my opinion 
has any value?" he has responded more 
than once to a question. "Do I look tired?" 
he asked, straightening sharply at a casual 
remark that he has had a hard day. 
There is a table in a corner of a cafe in 
the town of Forli, capital of Romagna, 
where Mussolini used to sit at night whiom 
he was the shabby sub-editor of a little 
Socialist sheet, the Lotte di Classe. An 
old waiter recalls that he was always alone. 
He used to sit writing or brooding apart 
froin the crowd. To this day almost in-
variably he spends his evenings alone. 
Only once during the Stresa conference did 
he join his colleagues after t he daily ses-
sions. He remained alone on the islands; 
a guard watched him sitting solitarily at 
the window of his room, writing or read-
ing until late in the night. 
,. * * 
From Forli to Stresa represents a long 
jump, but Mussolini has played a lone 
hand all the way; with all his veerings and 
manoeuvrings the same hand. He is a 
dictator by temperament, and always has 
been; those who know him best say the 
only one a ble to influence him was his 
brother Arnalda, in whose death he lost 
his best and most honest adviser. "If 
Arnalda were alive," declared an admiring 
old friend in Milan, one of the first Fas-
cists, "I don't believe Benito would have 
headed into England on the way to Ethio· 
pia." 
In the end Mussolini will probably be 
judged by the success or failure of the 
dangerous enterprise on which he is now 
embarking. The test of his dictatorship 
will be the condition in which he leaves his 
country. What he has accomplished will 
be forgotten if finally he leads the nation 
into disaster . It will be forgotten that he 
is pushed by a pressure greater than the 
force of his ambition, itself a symptom of 
that national claustrophobia for which so 
far the mind of the world has invented no 
cure of war. In the end he will probably 
be remembered for his personality more 
than for his achievements; so far, at least, 
it is impossible to assess one except in 
terms of the other. 
Whatever you think of him, whatever the 
result of his dangerously explosive energy, 
Mussolini is bound to live as the most ex-
traordinary figure of his period. Wandering 
about the Italy he works to remake in his 
image, I have often wondered what kind 
of a subject he would be under his own 
dictatorship. And that is a question one 
might ask him-and which he'd thorough-
ly enjoy answering ! 
The New York Times Magazine 
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who wish to get a real insi事htinto the vast complexities of China andJh~~'pëôpl~ 
d other Far Eastern nations. 
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軍国日本と文壇
グν ふノ・ジヨ守官事の ~Ij本有三作「三つの 戯
nu J が~~:!1北lll.企から出版 さ れれところ、こ
れが惑 いブイ νラνドの一流悶秀作家
Hagar Olsonの日lこ鰯れ、女奥の批評が同図
のスグエ yスカ ・ 7~v}Yセユノ紙上に、八章子扮
するところの唐人お古の姿たでかでかと飾
って、長セと掲載されれの1:(而白い。詩書の
内~fI:( r阪l蜂出羽守Jf女人哀詞 Jr生命の冠J
で、作者及作品につい之のかなり詳しい序文
がついてゐる。女真の批評1:(、「私ど L1:(その
1!I図主義ら除いて1:(現代日本については全
く知ろところがありまぜんりとし、ふ脊き出
しで、如何に自|到の人々が日本図民、その生
活、思屯!、文摩l二dついて無識であるから瑛号、
「新聞1:(もっと現代1本文摩についての報主主
た{専へる義務がある」とまで放言してゐるo
11凶日本7ごげが西欧人の日に映って、文化r
本といふものが全然認められてゐないのが
今夏に痛感される。女lE.l:(日本の封建時代及
維新時代及現代から取材しれ三つの戯 11ル
積んで、1:(じめてわが現代女皐1O!l.慨しれ。
「此戯11の作者i:(市Jlの恩寵た受げてゐる。 1:
ピ諌むたげできへ鋒惑の勧告が日lこ浮んで
来ろoJr之等の戯11た積むと揚而と人物とら
捺0'・なく椛成するカの強さに打1:れる。jか
うし、ふ言葉えとその批評のうちに見ろと、日本
文浮ら西欧人lこ奴併ぜしむること iこ希望ら
感じ、日本の文与による日本l必民と各凶民と
の好意的接近の可能』陀が信じ られろ。日本文
勝の海外進出 I~我凶刻ドの 念務のーっとい
はなげれはならなし、。(設資J新聞より〉
編輯室からメ乏うJ
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山本布三氏の小説の英吉撃がブイふノラ〆 ド
でL告り lこl喧停ぜられつ hわるのは上詑の
imくであるが、出版部1:(更にQ!:1i今年捧f誌の
重要なる三野Iら主主リ出さうと L勺 hわる。!J、
畑氏の李太自の詩の3提言号、ウYドへYド守氏の
「級*の動，r.J、最後lこ7ヲング ・へ}yヂス氏
のrn本随筆」がそれである。IU:界最大の将情
詩人李自の詩l二就ては既に幾種Lの英訴 が
あるが、我小刻1氏のLの(:(trに定評のあ る
所、英中の数箔i工作 IIU さ れて祭 lIu二部 I~ ォ y
グ スブオ F ド')(皐出版告I~か ら出版のS誌 も 捻
ザって居るLのであるoyj ~ ド、 へ ~ド氏 I~級束
隠ーの外人文)Jjl;i!l と し本書I~在文三十官長 年
の憾除録で栄つる所1<.>知らね紛糾の支那の
内部からの佐々しい解剖金主である。支那及ぴ
極東問題に閥心らf'¥'つ Lのが何人L隊]却す
る事の出来ない文!'fニであらう o ~ ;，>ヂλ氏
の口本随筆1:(日本人の感情た感じ日本の文
化と習俗に日本人的呼吸や呼吸しよう とし
た随筆集できt犀利ななる心理的アイ νブユ
-/レ:/1Jと務つげる丈捜1:(おのづからi軍然
1:る名交たなして庇ろ、へ/l-':/た思1:(ぜる所
がある と(:(この文主主主旨話iむものが一様 lこ後
する言葉である。耳立て我説者諸君lこ推薦する
所である。
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李白詩集
(Hevised Etlitio"， Witl， CI.i"ese Texts) 
Done ilto Elがsl1Verse by Shigeyoshi Obata 
Handsome!y bo仰 din cl，叫 . 256 tages. 2.50 Postage 12 sen. 
， There are balads， and travels， and poems to the emperor， 
and moon， lotus， peach tree， picture screen and temple poems. 
There is sadness， and there is joy， and beauty lurks every 
where'. The work is limpid， luminous， plang叩t，musical， with 
a fine definiteness of outline and colour in the phrasing. 
Plays 
Rendeγed into Englisl1 hy 
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